The Perfect Midcentury Cozy Corner

Get some free time, grab a drink and a book and take your place on this cozy and comfortable
corner.
The golden brass details are common to this pieces, making them combine in a perfect balance
between the different materials and colors.
The rug completes this set giving it some warm touch.
A midcentury modern environment that will make your guests don’t want to leave the place.
The Mid Century decor, with the obvious name, reflects the extra ordinary charm of that era,
featuring unique, natural furniture, autumn and warm colors complemented by geometric
wallpapers and distinctive, retro decorative elements.
_____________________________________________________________________________
HUDSON ARMCHAIR
With its upholstery in dyed blue leather, the polished Brass details at
the end of its feet, and smooth solid walnut body, we created a retro
design armchair that will keep you in touch with your inner bohemian
side.

VINICIUS SIDE TABLE
The white marble functions perfectly in contrast with the black
marble and the golden Brass detail in the middle adds to this piece
a luxurious twist of high end furniture that can convey the same
feeling of expensive taste to any kind of interiors.

KONSTANTIN CENTER TABLE
Konstantin Centre Table truly embodies what an Essential Home
piece is, an elegant look full of refinement and modernity. This
center table features a brown glass top with a gold trim and an
elaborate hexagonal structure held by Brass tubes.

KUBRICK RUG
This 100% tinsel, hand tufted rug was inspired by Kubrick and
by his great piece of art, the graphic imprint seems to
reassemble a large amount of spaceships though each of
them at precisely the same distance of one another.

To our complete catalog, please download it clicking the image under.
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